
Stunningly
Smart Software 
Sync extracted data
to downstream systems faster with 
intelligent recognition and automated 
classification capabilities — empowering
you with quicker access to
vital information. 

Smarter sorting
and automated pocketing settings 
allow you to minimize costly 
post-scan manual labor and keep 
crucial documents organized.

Supercharged 
Intelligent Sorting

High quality
imprinting capabilities

and automated audit trails ensure iron-clad 
adherence to security and compliance standards.

Now when you get requests for information, 
you’re ready.  

Automated 
Auditing,

Air-Tight Security

Unfilled Critical Fields

Missed Signatures

Streaks

Handwriting

Consolidates
to Accelerate

Neatly Stacked Documents & Mission-Critical Data Ready to Use. 

Overhaul Your Performance Potential.

Consolidate
Reclaim budget that gets wasted 
on maintenance, real estate, and 
labor costs by consolidating to one 
omni-powerful infrastructure. 

Accelerate
Rede�ne your productivity 
threshold with the ability to 
adapt, customize, and scale 
your device at will. 

Outperform 
Reach the next level of e�ciency 
with a multitude of features that 
improve operator productivity and 
minimize equipment downtime.  

Fuse Your Processes.
Fuel Your Productivity. 
Harness the Power
of the World’s
Fastest Scanner. 

Up to 24
Customized

Sorting Pockets

1. AIIM 2019: Incorporating Intelligent Capture 
in your Digital Transformation Strategy

Most businesses 
expect the volume of 
information coming at 
them to quadruple
in the next 2 years.1

of the total cost of 
scanning is wasted 
on pre- and post 
document sorting 
and handling.

76% 37% 

39% 

Pre-Scan
Labor

Post-Scan
Labor

Faster Than Anything In It’s Class

67%
Faster Than the Previous Model

20%

NOW 2 YEARS

Setup a demo or get more details
Call: 205.439.7100   |   Email: sales@ibml.com
Visit: www.ibml.com

How prepared are you?
If you think you’ve reached your productivity potential - think again. Outdated capture strategies and primitive legacy 
scanners hold you back from realizing your mailroom’s ultimate performance threshold. Transform your mailroom into 
a powerhouse of speed and intellect with the new standard of ultra-high-volume efficiency:
the ibml FUSiONTM Series.

The Fusion Process
Streamline Capture from Start to Finish.
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Capture critical information from both 
structured and unstructured documents 
faster using next-generation cameras — 
no more sluggish scanning. 

Process more
documents daily. 

Quicker Capture,
Quicker Throughput

Run
all your document types – big and small – 

together at high speeds and high volumes.

Eliminate
tedious manual feeding.

Remove
the need for multiple legacy capture devices.

Exception- 
Exposing
Technology

Vigilant software improves
exception handling by flagging missing fields 

and signatures, speeding up customer 
turnaround times.

Automated
Classification

 Intelligent
Recognition

Metadata
Tagging

The Total Cost of Scanning: 
A Framework for Analysis and Improvement, ECM Connection


